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ABSTRACT 

We develop a theoretical framework for interpolating vi- 
sual contours and apply it to subjective contours. The theory 
is based on the idea of consistency: a curve fitting algorithm 
must give consistent answers when presented with more data 
consistent with its hypothesis, or the same data under dif- 
ferent conditions. Using this assumption, we prove that the 
subjective contour through two point-tangents is a parabola. 
iye extend the theory to include multiple point-tartgents and 
points. Sample output of programs implementing the theory 
is provided. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Subjective contours are curves filled in by the visual sys- 
tem in the absence of an explicit curve. An example is shown 
in Figure 1. These curves are relevant to computer vision 
and graphics, because it is often necessary to fill in missing 
curves in these fields. If we understand how the human visual 
system does this, we should be able to program computers to 
do it. 

For this reason, subjective contours have received much 
atter,t,ion in computer vision. However, this research has not 
always been generally useful, because to apply a human visual 
a lgorithl[l to computer vision we must understand more than 
just the a.!gorithm: we must understand the assumptions on 
which the algorithm is based, and these assumptions must 
be pyecisc and referred to the external world, not to other 
parts of the visual system. Otherwise we would not be able 
to tell if the algorithm could be expected to work in a specific 
situation, or we would have to implement large parts of the 
human visual system to use a single algorithm. 

Figure 1. (a) The K anizsa triangle [l]. (b) Subjective 
contour created by our method. 
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We will show how a theory of subjective contours can be 
derived from a few simple assumptions that are referred to the 
external world. To do this we will start with a few assumptions 
(principally, that subjective contours arc the projections of un- 
seen occluding contours) and show mathemalically how this 
leads to a unique shape for the subjective contour. Knowing 
the shape we can write programs to draw subjective contours. 
Because our shape is unique, we have shown that any visual 
system - human or computer - that makes the same as- 
sulnptions about contours as we have must produce contours 
with the same shape. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS. 

Consider a visual process that fills in missing contours 
by connecting scattered dat,a. We assume that this process 
assumes that the contours it fills in are unseen occluding 
contours, If we were designing the best possible such process, 
what might it try to do? 

The process cannot always fill in the correct contour 
because the correct contour is not known, <and cannot be pre- 
dicted. But we will show that the process can bc consistent: 
it can give the same answer when presented with more data 
consistent with what it has seen before, or data equivalent to 
what it has seen before. 

Consistency is important in perception, just as in reason- 
ing. A consistent process can be relied upon to accumulate 
fragments of data into a complete whole, just as in science 
we construct a theory by accumulating evidence. An incon- 
sistent process, on the other hand, might arbitrarily change 
its conclusion as the result of more evidence. 

We will now show how consistency leads to specific be- 
havior, which is describable mathematically, and which we 
can expect from a contour-fitting algorithm. 

III. CONSEQUENCEs OF CONSISTENCY 

The first step in deriving the consequences of consistency 
is to define it; we can do this as follows. There is a class of 
transformations on image contours which do not affect the 
contour seen, but rather represent a chauge in the position of 
the viewer: for exampl tl, the contour can be rotated, or more 
of the same contour can be seen. Suppose that the contour- 
fitting algorithm produces a contour’ given some scattered 
data, then we transform the scztteretl data b;/ one of the 
transformations above. and wz present the transformed data 
to the contour-fit?ing algorithm. !;\‘t: will say the algorithm 
is consistent if it protluces the same contour it did originally, 
but subjected to the transformnbion. 

We will now describe the class of transformations men- 
tioned above. There are two kinds of transformations: one 
where information is added or replaced, and another where 
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a set of information is subjected to some visual distortion. 
The first kind of transformation leads to a criterion called 
extensi6ility. 

A. Extensibility 

The principle of extensibility is that adding redv7Ldant 
information to the contour should not afiect its shape. &ten- 
sibility is desirable in vision because it makes it possible to 
deal with an image in which new information is being discov- 
ered (perhaps through the action of an on-line visual process). 
AS more information is added to an image, the contours fit 
through scattered data will change only if the new information 
is not redundant. 

IJespitc this, most algorithms previously proposed for 
interpolating subjective contours (3,1,5,6] xe not extensible. 
Extensibility has been rejected primarily because it appears 
to conllict kvith other dcsiral~le criteria: for esnmplc, fitting 
a snlootll contorlr throngll tlic data. I3ut wc will show that 
the contours produced by the extensible algorithm described 
here are quite smooth and look rrasonnble. In order to show 
this, we must precisely define what we mean by extensibility. 

To define cxtensbility precisely, we must introduce some 
notation. WC treat any contour-fitting algorithm as a function 
S(m) mapping from a tuple of contour data (Al, AZ,. . . , A,) to 
a contour S (Al, . . . , An). The contour S(A1,. . . , A,) passes 
through the A; in sequence. Each A, may indicate either 
that the contour passes through a point, or that the contour 
passes through a point with a signed direction. In the second 
case the Ai is referred to ZLS a point-tangent, which is a pair 
of vectors (P, P’). In this pair, P’ is a unit tangent vector to 
the contour at P, and is called the head of the point-tangent. 
The tail of the point-tangent is -P’. The contour passes 
through each A; in the same direction. A subjective contour 
may be closed or open; if it is closed, we have Al = A,. We 
writePE S(A1,...,A,)ifS(A1,...,A,)passesthroughthe 
point or point-tangent P. If Y precedes Q on the contour (in 
the sense of the contour direction as defined above) we write 
P < Q. 
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These definitions make it possible to state extensibility 
precisely, as an axiom that we assume true of our contour- 
fitting algorithm: 

3.1. Axiom: Extensibility. IfX E S(A1,...,A,,) is a 
point on a subjective contour such that A, < X < Ai+l then 

S(Al,Az,...,A;,X,Ai+l,..., A,) = S(h,... 4,) 

A similur condition applies if X < Al or X > A,. 

Extensibility makes it possible to add data to a contour, 
but we would also like to be able to replace data on the 
contour, under certain conditions. We will call this criterion 
point replacement. 

B. Point replacement 

The ideal contour-Gtting algorithm would be able to tol- 
erate arbitrary replacement of data on the contour by other 
data, but this is too strong a condition to require; if we al- 
lowed this, we could move all the data to bc nearly adjacent 
to one point, and it would be unreasonable to expect that we 
would still get the same subject,ive contour. We can restrict 
this criterion while still making it meaningful by allowing only 
points at the end of the contour to be movable. We can state 
this restriction as follows: 

3.2. Axiom: Point replacement. IfR E S(A1,...,A,) 
is a point on a subl’ective contour such that R > AIL-l then 
S(Al,..., An-.-l, R) = S(A,, . . . , A,); similarly if R < AS. 

This completes the development of criteria dealing with 
the addition and replacement of data. Next we consider cri- 
teria arising from viewing transformations. 

C. Viewpoint independence 

When we shift our point of view we see the same real 
objects. To bc consistent, subjective contours should behave 
in this way. WC can state this principle of viewpoint inde- 
pendence 7~s follows. Ch,anging the point of view, creating a 
subjective contour, th.cn changing the point oj view back should 
produce the same contour as would be produced from the orig- 
inal point of view. 

We cannot satisfy this condition for all contours; but 
there is a nat,tlral sub-class of contours for which it is satisfi- 
able. We make three different restrictions on the real-world 
contours that project onto the subjective contours: we re- 
strict the shape of the object along the real-world contour, 
we restrict the real-world contour’s shape, and we restrict its 
relation to the viewer. 

In order to guarantee that the same portion of real con- 
tour is seen as we shift our point of view, we require the real 
contour to be generated by <an abrupt bend in the bound- 
ary of the object, rather than a smoothly turning boundary. 
Because the contour-fit,ting algorithm has no information on 
the shape of the contour in depth, we require the real-world 
contour to be planar. I?inally, because contours close to the 
viewer must be modelled using central or point projection, 
we require the contours to be distant from the viewer, so 
that we can use parallel or orthographic project, which is 
n~atl~cn~nticnlly more tractable. 

All of these assumptions are quite common in computer 
vision [7j, and they are also common in the real world. For 
example, leaves have abruptly changing contours that are 
often planar, and leaves are small enough so that when they 
are viewed parallel projection is a good model to use. 

Planarity, abrupt contours, and pnrallrl projection to- 
gether illlply t,hnt subjective contour algorithnl:j must be com- 
mntativc with aDYne trnnsformutions and translations. An 
afflne transformntion and translation is ;I linear trsnsforma- 
tion A: (2, y) t+ (ax -t by -t 7~: cx + dy -i- v) for some constants 
a, b, c, cl, u, and ZI. Afine trarlsfo’orrllntiorls include such things 
as rotations, skew distortions, and scale changes. Affine com- 
mutativity can be st,ated as follows; note that any viewpoint- 
indcpendcnt contour-fitting algorithm must satisfy this con- 
dition: 

3.3. Affine comrnutativity. 
S(Pl,~2,...,K), 

For any subjective contour 
and any afine transformation and trans- 

lation A, 

S(P,,... > Pn) = A-‘[S (A(C), - ’ . , A(K))] 

we 
Now that we have prcciscly defined all of 0111’ restrictions, 

can derive the first important result of the paper. 

IV. SUBJECTIVE CONTOURS THROUGH 
TWO POINT-TANGENTS 

We will now prove that the subjective contour through 
two linked point-tangent,s is either a parabola or two straight 
lines, where two point-tangents are linked if a ray extended 
from the head of one intersects a ray extended from the tail 
of the other. 

The proof works by first. showing that any pair of point- 
tangents can be transformed into a certain configuration. 



Then we show that this configuration can be mapped into 
itself in a way that produces an infinite number of new points 
on the curve. All of these points lie on a conic, so that 
the curve must be a conic. Now from the conditions we 
have stated it follows that the subjective contour through 
two point-tangents is a four parameter curve; and since the 
only four parameter subclasses of the tonics are the parabolae 
and pairs of straight lines, these are the only curves that can 
be subjective contours. 

First 
tions: 

we need a lemma dealing with afflne transforma- 

4.1. Lemma. For any two pair of non-degenerate linked 
point-tangents, P, Q and R, S there is an afine transjorma- 
tion and tran&ation Aff (P, Q; R, S) mapping P onto R and 
Q onto S. A pair of linked point-tangents A : (U,U’) and 
B = (V, V’) is non-degenerate if the triangle formed by U, V, 
and the intersection point of the head of A with the tail of B 
is non-degenerate. 

The proof of this is fairly straightforward and is omitted. 
In the proof of t,he next theorem, we assume the subjective 
contour is continuous and connected. Continuity is easy to 
show for visual contours; since we always see only discretely 
sampled data, a continuous contour could account for what 
is seen as well as any discontinous contour. Connectivity can 
be proved using continuity and our assumptions, but we omit 
the proof here. 

4.2. Theorem. The subjective contour through any 
degenerute linked two point-tangents is a conic section. 

non- 

Proof. Since we can map any pair of non-degenerate linked 
point tangents onto a given pair, it is sufficient to deter- 
mine the subjective contour through a speciEc pair of linked 
point-tangents, and then to determine the subjective con’tour 
through any pair using affine commutntivity. Consider two 
symmetric point- tangents passing through (1, 1) and (-1,l). 
We distort them by an affine transformation that stretches 
parallel to the x-axis so that the subiective contour between 

them passes through (0,O). ‘~1 lis configuration is invariant to 
the affine transformation that flips about the y-axis; hence 
by afline commutativity the tangent at (0,O) is parallel to 
the x-axis; let it be (I, 0). Call the three point-tangents pro- 
duced irl this way 1’ = ((-1, l), (p, q)), Q T ((1, l), (p, -q)), 
and R E (0, O), (0,l)). Let the tarlgent from I’ intersect the 
x-axis at 1 -k,O), so that the tail of Q intersects the x-axis at 
(k, 0). 

Consider the afline transformation A = Aff (P, R; R, Q). 
There is no difficulty in writing A down in lerms of k; in 
homogenous coordinates [8] it is 

(+ y i) 
where t = i - 1. 

We will now show that A maps S (P, Q) onto itself. 

Since S(P,Q) = AiS(P,Q)j, it follows that S(P,Q) = 
An[S(P,Q)], f or any n. Now we will consider the effect of A 
when repeatedly applied to any point, say R. Since A maps 
the subjective contour onto itself, A”(R 
rz. Now we shall show that all the A”\R 

We do this by showing that there is a matrix C such that 

AtCA = C. If this is so, all the A”(R) must lie on the conic 
vtCv = RtCR, since 

(A”(R))%A”(R) = Rt(h”)‘CAnR = Rt (A+)TAnR 

- Rt(A+)‘m-‘CA”-lR = . -. - 

= Rvx 

The matrix C, in terms of homogcnous coordinates, is 

The conic that C generates is (t - l)y2 + 2y - (t + 1)~~ = 0. 
The reader can verify that AtCA = C. 

Now if all the A”(R) arc different, we have generated 
an infinite number of point-tangents that lie on S (P, Q) and 
which also lie on a conic. If S (Y, Q) is not the conic C and 
passes through all these point-tangents, it must have some 
inflection points. But inflection points are preserved under 
affine transformations, so we can map two tangents on S(P, Q) 
and around these inflection points onto Y and Q, which in- 
creases the number of iuflcction points between P :LII~ Q; SO 

the contour is not afline commutative. IJCIKC, if the A”(R) 
are all dif~crcnt, the contour is Ihe conic C. 

( 
If the A”“(R) are not all different then A is a root of unity 

i.e., there is an n such that A” = I, the identity matrix). 
In this case there will be only a finite nunlbcr of points. We 
can use a special argument to take care of this case: map any 
other two tangents on S(P, Q) onto P and Q, and the point 
crossing the y-axis onto (0,O) as above. The new contour will 
either have the same tangents at P and Q as the old contour, 
or it will not. 

If it has the same tangents, we keep choosing points until 
we get different tangents; if we never do, WC have generated 
an infinite number of points that can be mapped by an affine 
transformation into the configuration Y, Q, II?; such a contour 
must be a conic, by an argument similar to the one above. 

If the tangents are not the same, we use continuity to 
show that there exist points giving a value of k for which A 
is not a root of unity, since the class of matrices of the form 
of A which are roots of unity is countable, and the class of 
points on the contour is uncountable. Hence the new contour 
will be a conic, which means the original contour is a conic, 
This completes the proof. 1 

We have as a corollary: 

4.3. Corollary. The subjective contour through two WWL- 
degenerate linked point-tangents is a parabola or two straight 
lines. 

Proof. The class of subjective contours is closed with re- 
spect, to afflnc transformnlions and translations by affine CQM- 
mutativity. Now we will show that no two elements of tie 
class of subjective contours through linked point-tangents ca+a 
intersect in two point-tangents. Suppose, to the contrary, 
that S(P,Q) f S(U,V) are subjective contours and that 
they intersect in two point-tangents X and Y. We cannrtt 
have S(X,Y) = S(P,Q) and S(X,Y) = 
out loss of generality assnme that S (X, 
point replacement S(U, V) = S(U, Y) = 
contradiction. 
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Hence the class of subjective contours through two point- 
tangents is closed with respect to saline transformations and 
has the property that no two contours from the class intersect 
in two point-tangents. There are oniy two subsets of the tonics 
that have these properties: the parabolae and pairs of lines. 
I 

The subjective contours most commonly observed are 
curved, so that they must be parabolae. Under special condi- 

tions straight lines may bc observed, however [4]. Parabolae 
have been suggested by Bookstein [!J] for curve interpolation. 

Subjective contours can be formed by point-tangents, 
point,s, or combinations of the two. So far we have only con- 
sidered the case of two linked point-tangcts. In the remainder 
of the paper, we consider subjective contours through other 
kinds of data. 

V. SUBJECTIVE CONTOURS THROUGH 
OTHER DATA 

We will now complete our theory of the shape of subjec- 
tive contours by considering subjective contours through non- 
linked point-tangents, multiple point-tangents, and points. 
Because of space limitations we will consider each case only 
briefly. We will note statements for which we have proofs, 
and statements which are only conjectures. 

First, we consider non-linked point-tangents. If the point- 
tangents are parallel, the subjective contour is provably two 
parallel lines passing through the point-tangents. If the point- 
tangents are not linked but not parallel the subjective con- 
tour is provably a “double parabola,” which consists of two 
parabola with the same shape, rotated so that they are tan- 
gent to each other and to the two point-tangents. 

Next we consider multiple point-tangents. There seem to 
be two approaches, though we have not proved there are only 
two. The subjective contour can be constructed locally, by 
fitting subjective contours through successive pairs of point- 
tangents, or it can bc constructed globally by fitting tonics 
through sucessive pairs of point-tangents, and requiring cur- 
vature continuity across the point-tangents. The second ap- 
proach has the advantage of producing circles as subjective 
contours in some situations, a condition favored by Knuth 
[2]. However, it is more difficult to implement. Both of these 
approaches provably are consistent. 

Finally, we consider subjective contours through points. 
W’e conjecture that there is only one approach. Parnbolae 
can be passed through every pair of points, and the curva- 
ture of the parabolae can be required to be continuous across 
the points. At the ends of the contour, we fit the parabola 
through the last three points on the contour, and require cur- 
vature continuity where it joins the rest of the contour. This 

(4 (4 
Figure 2. (a) 0 ‘g ri inal data. (b) Interpolated contour. (c) Contour with added 
points (black rectangles). 

approach is provably consistent only with the first approach 
to multiple point-tangents. It is provably affinc commutative 
and allows point replacement, and we conjecture that it is ex- 
tensible on the basis of demonstrations like the one in Figure 
2. 

All of the above applies only to curved subjective con- 
tours. The theory for straight subjective contours (consisting 
of intersecting straight lines) is much easier to work out. We 
can move that all that is necessary is to extend point-tangents 
until they intersect, and to join points with straight lines. But 
this kind of contour-fitting is uninteresting. 

We conjecture from the above discussion that curved 
subjective contours always consist of parnbolae, with single or 
double parabolae fit between point-tangents, and curvature- 
continuous parabolae Et through points. 

and 
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